Application of very small force measurements in monitoring the response of sunflower to weak blue light.
A diaheliotropic response of sunflower, Helianthus annuus, following a short pulse of low intensity blue light to a small area of leaf surface was examined with the application of the very low-force-measurements technique (the order of magnitude of 10(-5) N). One leaf from a pair was illuminated with a low intensity blue-light-pulse and the force was recorded, generated by the stem of the plant tending to bend. A very low phototropic effect in response to blue light alone was observed which could be considerably enhanced by the application of background illumination with red light. Microelectrode measurements of the membrane potential of the mesophyll cells of the sunflower leaf showed hyperpolarization in response to a blue light pulse, observed very clearly under application of the red light background illumination. The hyperpolarization of the membrane potential was accompanied by acidification of extracellular compartments as monitored with a miniature pH-sensitive electrode, placed in the epidermis of the stem. The relatively short lag period between the hyperpolarization of the membrane potential and the decrease in pH suggests that the hyperpolarization is a direct effect of the blue light-induced proton extrusion. The acidification correlates with the light response, which suggests that acidification-induced stem wall loosening is responsible for the blue light-induced bending. The examined mechanisms are discussed in terms of sun tracking by a sunflower.